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Model railroad at the Medina Railroad Museum, Medina, NY, site of the next NMRA Lakeshores
Division Meet September 29, 2012. The layout is 14 feet wide and 204 feet long. Control is NCE DCC.

Lakeshores Division 2012 Summer Picnic
LSD Meet – Medina Railroad Museum – September 29, 2012
Building a 1:87 Scale Sawmill - Part 34

by Richard Senges, MMR

The Many Life Skills Model Railroading Can Teach
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Lakeshores Division, NFR, NMRA
Fall Meet at the
Medina Railroad Museum
“Past, Present and Future”
Saturday, September 29, 2012
Location:

Medina Railroad Museum
530 West Avenue
Medina, NY 14103
(am – in the old depot 100 yards east)

Morning:
8:30 to 9:00
9:00 to 9:05
9:05 to 9:50

Registration, Meet and Greet, register Models for Contest
Welcoming remarks – Ray Howard
Dick Senges, MMR – “Medina RR Museum Scenery”
Clinic:

9:50 to 10:05
10:05 to 10:45
10:45 to 11:00
11:05 to 11:45
11:45 to 12:15

Break and Voting on Popular Choice Model Contest
Jim Otto - “Extreme Modeling Techniques”
Clinic:
Break
Clinic:
Marty Phelps -– “The New York Central Railroad”
Announcements, Awards, Elections – Ray Howard

12:15 to 1:30

Lunch - on your own.

Afternoon:

1:30pm
Join a private tour of the RR Museum given by the
Museum Director Marty Phelps.

Note:
Cost: $6.00 (Museum fee)
We will have a “Modelers Choice” Model Contest. Please bring a model.
Also, a Photo Contest, so bring in those images!
And door prizes so bring in those unwanted Model RR items!
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The Many Life Skills Model Railroading Can Teach
by Arthur Limes

While browsing around in the model railroading community on forums and sites like Twitter I have
noticed many adult males ask a particular question. Is model railroading a nerdy activity that is
mostly aimed at children? To answer this simply, model railroading is a hobby that is suitable for all
ages and can actually teach you many life skills. There are certain aspects of this hobby that most
children or even teenagers just could not do as they require time and dedication to learn such as
wiring up the tracks or designing a locomotive from scratch.
Designing and building a layout can be straightforward or a very creative and complicated process
depending on what approach you use. The 3 main approaches you could use in increasing difficulty
are:
1. An “all in one” kit that is ready to run out of the box. This means that all the components such as
locomotives, rolling stock, scenery and tracks are already constructed. All you need to do is link
the components together on a layout.
2. A “shake the box” kit where all the components are included in an easy to assemble form.
3. The last one is either craftsman kits or raw materials that you use to build the whole layout from
scratch.

The more experienced you become the more you will want to challenge yourself. Choosing number 3
from the list above can involve woodcarving, painting, electrical skills, machinist skills and possibly a
few others. Learning these skills can be a lot of fun when in the context of model railroading. Not only
can you increase your ability to customize your layouts, but also learn things that are useful for other
areas of your life. Read on to find out how learning additional skills would be beneficial to you.
I bet you never thought your History classes would come in handy

I bet you never thought your History classes would come in handy………..
The more enthusiastic model railroaders like to build layouts that are historically accurate such as the
“World War 2” era or the steam train era. Getting the details factually correct can take a lot of
research and attention to detail. This is not only limited to the locomotives and rolling stock, but to
scenery also. In fact when showing off your completed work to non model railroaders it is usually the
scenery that will explain to people what your layout is about.
When researching for the layouts you will also learn some cool train history lessons along the way.
However, a more important benefit is your research skills will improve and this skill can be
transferred over to other parts of your life.
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Ever thought of painting your own model trains…………
While the mechanical features of your locomotives and rolling stock are important, it is the visual
impact that they are able to exert that is most important in order to impress people checking out your
layout. Learning how to paint the train models gives you a lot of control over the design. This higher
level of control is beneficial because it allows you to customize your layout to whatever your imagination
is limited by. This creative aspect of model railroading can keep people making new models and layouts
for many years.
Typically there are two main approaches to painting your train models which are using spray or a
brush. Spray painting is more of a mechanical process whereas using a brush allows for a much higher
level of detail and customizability. However using a brush requires a greater level of skill and takes
longer to learn. Learning this type of painting has other benefits such as doing DIY work on your
kitchen furniture among other things.

Create your scenery using woodcarving ……………
Being able to create your own scenery components without any limitation using wood carving
techniques is not only a very rewarding process, but also allows you to create impressive layouts. Using
wood you can make figurines, buildings and even the whole landscape. Then using your painting skills
you can adapt the scenery components to fit your particular theme. Wood carving skills learned during
time spent on model railroading can be transferred over to many other useful projects such as carving
out a toy to give to a child as a birthday present.

Learn how to wire a layout ……………
Wiring a model railroad layout is a more technical aspect of the hobby as opposed to the creative sides
such as choosing a locomotive or arranging scenery components. At first it might seem too much of a
chore to learn the electrical skills. However when building your own layout it is a vital skill to learn in
order to ensure that your trains run smoothly, fire effects work, turnouts switch, light go on and off,
signals change, smoke blows and whistle effects function. Even if you choose to get an “all in one” kit to
build your layout there will often be problems of an electrical nature. Knowing what to do in such cases
will make your model railroading experience much smoother.
Electrical skills learned while building and maintaining your railroad layout can come in handy in a
large number of situations, such as fixing an electrical appliance in your home or doing some car
maintenance that requires wiring of some type.
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Consider building your locomotives from scratch …………..
The high quality locomotives and rolling stock that are manufactured by reputable brands such as
Bachmann and Lionel primarily use metal. Learning machinist skills will give you the ability to create
models from scratch. It will not be easy to master such a skill to the point where you can build high
quality model trains. However for the more enthusiastic model railroader this is a skill worth
investing a lot of time and effort into. Learning machinist skills gives you the added benefit of being
able to do a high number of DIY activities such as repairing a car.
For those of you not interested in completely mastering machinist skills, you could make an effort to
learn some aspects of it as this will allow you to do some important repair or maintenance work on
train models that you might buy.

Selling model trains to fund your hobby ………..
Now that you roughly know what it takes to build your own models and layouts from scratch, you can
consider doing it for the purpose of selling them. The money earned can be reinvested into model
railroading in any way you see fit. This will give you even more freedom to build bigger and better
layouts. Before searching for a venue to sell of your goods do the following:
1. Clean the items you wish to sell. Nobody will appreciate buying a set of dirty model trains.
2. Inspect all your items for any damage and repair to the best of your ability. Any damage greatly
reduces the price.
3. Take many pictures as this will increase the sales price because it will allow people to see what they
are buying clearly.
4. Do some research at places like Amazon and eBay to give you a better idea of what your stuff is
actually worth.
The best places on the Internet to sell stuff in a very quick and safe manner are eBay and Craigslist.
Offline alternatives include auction houses, gadget shops, toy shops and model type shops.

Making the decision to invest in skills ……………
For most people this decision will be based on what it is that they get out of model railroading. The
people that only enjoy looking at the finished layout in full working order hardly need much
investment of additional skills. Instead buying an “all in one” kit will be the fastest and simplest way of
achieving what they want. Whereas the model railroaders that enjoy the building and customizability
aspect of model railroading will gain a lot from investing in the skills mentioned in this article. In
closing I would like to say that what you usually get out of a hobby is what you put into it in terms of
effort and enthusiasm.
For additional information check out http://modelrailwaylayoutsplan.com where you can download a
free e-book called "7 model train mistakes to avoid"
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Scenes from the
Lakeshores Division
Summer Picnic,
Sunday July 29, 2012
New York Museum of Transportation

Fourteen LSD folks attended the Lakeshores 2012 Picnic. All had a great time
seeing the Museum and meeting other LSD members. Photos by Ray Howard.
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Lakeshores Division members enjoying riding the street car. Photos by Ray Howard.

Lakeshores
Division member
Dave Coon, acting
as Conductor,
instructs the group
on street car safety
and Museum
history.
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LSD members enjoying their picnic lunch in the Museum’s dining car. Photo by Ray Howard.
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Models by
Lakeshores Division members.

Lakeshores Division members enjoying the Museum’s model railroad. Photos by Ray Howard.
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Building a Large 1:87 Scale Sawmill
Part 34 – Lumber Transfer Car – Part A
Text and Photos by Richard Senges, MMR
In Part 33 of the Sawmill Series we viewed images of model Log Car #7, a Pennsylvania Lumber
Museum Log Car. This issue we will look at a Lumber Transfer Car. The article will be in several parts:
(1) Prototype Picture and Drawing, (2) Lumber Transfer Car # 1 and (3) Lumber Transfer Car # 2.
The image below depicts a typical sawmill lumber loading area. This lumber loading area is part of the
Diamond and Caldor Lumber Co. sawmill circa 1910. Notice how the lumber is loaded on a lumber car.
The lumber car is then pushed onto the Lumber Transfer Car (bottom of image). The workers push the
Lumber Transfer Car along tracks which are perpendicular to the lumber loading tracks. Lastly the
lumber car is pushed on to a siding making up a train (out of image).
Page 11 shows the drawing from which Lumber Transfer Car # 2 was fabricated. The next issue of the
Rochester Model Rails will show images of Lumber Transfer Car #1 and Lumber Transfer Car # 2.
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Lumber Transfer Car # 2 – Dimensions
42”
12”

30”

Materials
84”
Long Beams – 12” x 22”

Short Beams – 12” x 22”

104”
436”

Transverse Beams – 12” x 22”
Rails – Micro Engineering
Code 70

(36.33’)

104”
Trucks – Riverossi passenger
trucks with center wheels,
brakes and couplers removed

84”

Copyright, Richard Senges, 2012

30”

90”
(7.5’)
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NMRA LSD Medina RR Meet
Building a Large
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Classified Ads
Services For Sale

Wanted

Webb’s
Psychological
Services

WWII JEEP
1941 – 1945 Willys MB
or Ford GPW.
Properly restored.

Individual & Group Therapy
Marriage & Family Therapy
Psychological Testing & Evaluation

Dr. Charles E. Webb, Psy. D.
Licensed Clinical Psychologist
Over 22 years of Service

1215 High Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101

Phone: (270) 782-1116
Fax: (270) 782-9108
e-mail: cwebb11458@aol.com
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Excellent condition.
Jeep must have specific
written restoration
documentation of parts
and procedures.
Location: north east US.
Richard Senges, Victor, NY
(585) - 924 - 8379
OCRR@frontiernet.net

